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Excerpt from Economic Aspect of Lengthening Human LifeConcerted action by life insurance
companies to lengthen human life would mark, I believe, one of the greatest steps, if not the
greatest step, ever yet taken toward the improvement of human longevity. The nearest analogy
is perhaps to be found in the work of fire insurance companies in reducing the number of fires.
But it is a general truth that the best success of any movement is found only when, in a sense,
it reaches the commercial stage - in other words, when it is made to pay in some tangible way.
Philanthropy is keen to lead the way to reform, but becomes a broken reed if depended upon
for its support continuously or on a large scale.The insurance men whom I have consulted as
to whether it would pay to engage in the saving of lives have been unanimously affirmative in
their answers. So obvious docs this seem that the question arises, why have insurance
companies never attempted it before? There seem to be three explanations:First, the
continuance, until recently, of the tradition that human mortality follows a nearly invariable
law, and a law which can not be appreciably affected by any act of man.Second, after it
became known to experts that human life is greatly extensible through public and private
hygiene, this knowledge was possessed by so few, that the general public, and even the rank
and file of the medical profession, remained of the contrary belief, and the inertia of their
conservative opinion prevailed.Third, it seemed too large a task for any one company to
prolong life for the whole country, and there seemed no way to prolong the lives of its own
policy-holders alone, so long as unsanitary conditions prevailed throughout the communities in
which these policy-holders lived, while finally there seemed no way of bringing the various
life insurance interests to agree on concerted action.It seems now, however, that the time has
arrived when all three of these objections can be removed.About the PublisherForgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.comThis book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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